
New Erasmus+ International Cooperation Policy

2021-2027

As part of the Ecoles des Métiers du Luxe of the Greater Paris Chamber of Commerce and Industry, LA

FABRIQUE is committed to respect and implement the requirements and opportunities offered by the

Erasmus+ Program 2021-2027.

It is eager to develop cooperations with other universities, schools, institutions and companies which

are eligible for building Erasmus Partnerships.

KA 1 - Cooperation for individual mobilities

LA FABRIQUE promotes:

● Mobility of learners (internships and studies)

It allows students to experience abroad and develop their hard and soft skills.

This opportunity helps them enhance their knowledge, develop their intercultural skills, and

plan their future career path in full compliance with the market needs.

LA FABRIQUE is open to consider and promote all relevant internship offers from companies

or professional bodies, and opportunities to study abroad in the fields of fashion, leather

goods, visual merchandising, commercial space design, and interior decoration.

● Mobility of staff (training) and teachers, professors and researchers (courses and research)

It allows professionals and experts to share their knowledge and know-how and learn from

each other, and initiate new Erasmus cooperation projects. It offers the huge opportunity to

faculty members to exchange with students and other faculty members from other

institutions and countries and create a new community dedicated to knowledge and

expertise in our related fields or complementary ones.

A new Visiting Professor Program including on-campus and blended learning classes enables

professors from other foreign academic institutions to provide LA FABRIQUE students with

high-level quality courses.
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KA 2 - Cooperation with organisations and institutions

LA FABRIQUE is eager to take part in Cooperation and Small-scale Partnerships

● Co-building interconnected projects with other higher education institutions, as online or

blended learning programs

● Stimulating innovative learning practices by developing ‘learning by doing’ schemes in

workshops, meeting the requirements of professional needs and markets

● Developing higher education of women from over the world to empower them and provide

them with high level and vocational knowledge, skills, entrepreneurial mindset, and

employability

● Co-building inclusive higher education programs by fostering inclusive approaches for the

mobility and cooperation activities, as learning mobility of target groups with fewer

opportunities including disabled students, and information about good housing opportunities

in France, and employment offers (apprenticeship, internship, job) from recruiters or

employment service providers, and civic engagement opportunities.

LA FABRIQUE is also willing to:

● launch joint projects in favour of partnerships for excellence and partnerships or alliances

for innovation

● promote the digital ecosystem offered by the Erasmus+ Program, as the implementation of

the European Student Card initiative.

Erasmus Coordinator:

Sophie LATHUILLIERE, Head of International Affairs - slathuilliere@isipca-lafabrique.fr
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